Dear Attorney-General Maura Healey,

Thank you for your letter of February 26, 2021 declining interest in my reportage
of crime on my person in Massachusetts, submitted 8 Feb 2021 to your offices in the form of a Letter of Notification comprising a Notice of Liability, Cease and Desist, and Affidavit of Fact. That letter has been posted at my website and can be read here: Treasonous Betrayal–Local Govts in USA Permit Inhumane 24/7 Rape, Assault, Battery, Burns in Bio-Hacking Crimes by CIA, DIA, NSA, FBI, DHS, Military, Special Ops, UN with EMF Spectrum/Sonic/Scalar/Neuro Weapons Hidden as “Surveillance”: American Journalist Blows Whistle on Atrocities.

I understand your office wishes to refrain from “review” of the matter – for reasons, it is clear, of your office being fully engaged in and aware of the matters reported—a circumstance I as a journalist am fully aware of—as I published in my March 9, 2021 article reporting your disappointing response: Massachusetts Attorney-General Maura Healey’s Criminal Bureau Asserts Inability to Address Crime in Massachusetts.

Regardless, I believe it is of great value to all living Americans on the land who care about truth and justice to maintain a running report to your office—whose stated focus is addressing crime—of the continuing roster of crimes being committed against me and my family, and indeed this entire neighborhood. The purpose of this communication is to report these crimes to your office for the public record: very clearly these crimes need to be addressed. If your office will not do it—but permit them to continue—let that be known to the world at large. Let it also be known to the many Intelligence agencies clearly spying on (and frequently cyber-hacking) my communications (while engaging in these crimes of physical assault on me from right next door as well as from satellites, planes, drones), and the few auditing and overseeing factions of Military/Intelligence who like me are interested in recording and reporting all of these Crimes Against Humanity, which I believe will be fully addressed one day.

1. INTENSIFIED ATTACKS: I am writing to you because the attacks using Radio Frequency weapons, stealth Neuroweapons, Remote Access High-Powered Microwave Weapons, and Extremely Low Frequency vibration weapons—which existence and use on the streets of Massachusetts are acknowledged by DARPA, NIJ, DOD and DOJ and which I have reported clearly in my journalism, see especially Public Disclosure of Anti-Personnel DEWs and Neuroweapons (Non-Lethal/Limited Effect Wpns, EMF Spectrum Wpns) Being Used, Covertly but Definitively, Illegitimately, and Inhumanely, by US, UK, All Govts Worldwide on People, The DOD/DOJ Memorandum of Understanding on OOTW/LE, 1994, The Limited Effects Technology (LET) Program Report, 1996, JPSG: OOTW/LE, and which the State of Massachusetts Corporation has clearly permitted the use of, via agreements with DOJ, DOD, FBI, and CIA—and Noise Harassment activities have intensified.

2. NOISE HARASSMENT: Over the past two months, supposedly legitimate tree-cutting and sidewalk-removal and sidewalk-replacement and road-paving activities have ensured a huge amount of noise creation in the
neighborhood, which is currently being replaced by power-sawing, power-leafblowing, power-whining, power-lawnmowing at excruciating decibel volume conducted by various FBI-activated neighbors including Joe Murphy of 159 Pine, the new residents at 151 Pine, Chen Le Ming at 156 Pine, Joseph and Samantha Mazzeo of 150 Pine Street, next door, and various others on the block, both on Pine Street where we live and on the rectangular block streets of Elmwood, Norfolk, Granger. This POWER-MACHINERY harassment has been supplemented with nonstop LOUD-VOICED YELLING, shouting of adults, shouting of children, shouting of dogs, and street-noise- making, clearly contrived, not in the least bit natural, and either AI-incited, or FBI/RISSNET-incited, at all hours of the day and night, SCREAMING MOTORBIKES and HIGH-POWERED ACCELERATION OF ZOOMING, HONKING CARS at all hours of the day and night, including at 12:30 am, 1 am, and 2 am, NONSTOP LOUD-SOUNDING DRONES flying overhead, over my home and yard, over the block, over the entire neighborhood several dozen times during the day, NONSTOP HELICOPTERS AND MILITARY PLANES flying overhead, over my house and yard, over the block, and over the neighborhood several times a day, and all of this also occurring in a timed way when I step out into the driveway, down the street, or in the neighborhood for a walk. Add to this a steady flow of NONSTOP COMMERCIAL PLANES being re-routed through our neighborhood, and CONSTANT ACTIVATION OF POLICE SIRENS ON NEIGHBORING STREETS—and you get a sense of what an absurd, chaotic, harassing, aggressive neighborhood this once-tranquil spot in Quincy, Massachusetts has become.

3. ASYMMETRIC ELECTRONIC WARFARE--OUTRAGEOUS AND INVASIVE BODILY ASSAULT WITH RADIO FREQUENCY WEAPONS, PULSE WEAPONS, SCALAR WEAPONS, ACOUSTIC NEUROWEAPONS, TRACKING RADAR WEAPONS: Over the last two months I have been intensely hit with pulsed microwave weaponry (audible on my shielding, causing fluctuating pulses, clearly recorded on my RF meters) causing me to become extremely sick with headaches, psoriatic rashes in private parts, burns on my arms, inflammation of my face and trunk, burning eyes—all of which continues; the pulse-hits come especially from houses right next door (156 Pine and 150 Pine—that's Chen Le Ming/156 and John and Samantha Smith Mazzeo/150, as well as 151 Pine –Breanna Higson, who has currently fled, to be replaced by a new gang of weapon-wielders, who started their first night in the neighborhood last night sending attack-hits to my heart and pulse-hits to face and body in the dawn hours) as well as many others including the mixed families at 147-149 Pine Street, young Chinese mercenaries at143-145 duplexes, families and MK Ultra students at 139, changing Chinese families at 146, changing mixed renters at 142, family at 162, 167 Pine Street and others in back from Norfolk and Elmwood. These hits are also coming from the parked zoomers, as reported earlier, and from Sunrise and Capitol city trash and recycling trucks, Quincy Public Works trucks, USPS mail vans, UPS vans, Fed Ex vans, Comcast and Verizon vans,
and Amazon Prime vans, as well as the construction trucks from Fred Roma Gradall haunting our streets for two months lately, while their crews worked for 2 months to park outside my window at 7 am and send vibrations and heat-dispersing pulse shots to my body, lying in bed., in warm efforts apparently to hasten my day along and get me out of bed. This latter is also a favorite pastime of John and Samantha Mazzeo whose nonstop tracking radar hits, pulse- hits from their parked SUV in the drive closely abutting our house sent at all hours of the day and night are aimed at my spine as I lie in bed, sending extreme-heat pulses to my body at night, which as you must know is sleep-depriving and causes overheating of the entire body (classic military torture)—clearly not in any way supportive of my health. It is also a favorite pastime of the Mr and Mrs Chen Le Ming of 156 Pine who also appear to be engaged in nonstop tracking-radar-hits, sending congestive-heart-frequencies, scalar radar hits, and pulse-hits to my spine at night in bed—I have witnessed them pointing their phones in their yard, tracking my presence in my yard. I will also note that John Mazzeo frequently uses remote conducted-energy weapons to induce shocks of the muscles and nerves all over my body: these kinds of energy weapons are in use now, according to documentation from the NIJ—although the stealth nature of these particular shock/vibration weapons, functioning as through-wall, remote-access, along with the brain-grazing EEG weapons and body-cavitation weapons being used by Mazzeo/Le Ming houses seem more like a tool of the CIA, DIA, DARPA and the stealth agencies engaging in trauma-based mind-control and behavior modification activities, in stealth, which includes various Universities and the DOD running Brain Experimentation Programs on thousands, without permission, without consent, and with full-on Torture protocols unleashed.

4. EXTREME ASSAULTS ON WRITING ARM, CLEAR ATTACK ON MY JOURNALISM: Over the last 2-3 months and especially last week, I have been extremely hit in my right arm, shoulder and elbow with intense pulse shots of concentrated energy shot at me with clear intent to dislocate, injure, bruise, contuse, and disarm—all of which has occurred; my right arm has been in extreme pain and inflammation, I have been unable to move my arm because of these hits (again, externally-originating, audible on shielding), which I have experienced from the same predators named above, and which I experience especially lying in bed at night or early morning: Imagine being woken to sharp, painful, pulsed-energy shots sent to your shoulder, arm, solar plexus, heart, throat, spine and face: this is what I am being woken to, day after day for 2-3 months now. May I remind you I am a writer and journalist? This is a direct attack and tortuous interference with my writing and journalism.

5. NONSTOP ASSAULT ON PRIVATE PARTS: I cannot sit anywhere in my home without ELF vibrations and pulse-shots being sent to my private parts, same in cars and driving, or walking, or traveling anywhere: this is a favorite modality of assault and is clear atrocity and criminal. I am compelled to constantly sit on shielding and wear shielding and worry about shielding to
avoid these criminal invasions and aggressions on my private person. Tiny reminder: My body belongs to me and no-one else, every assault on me is a crime of aggression.

6. CLEAR BRAIN ENTRAINMENT/MK ULTRA NLP ACTIVITIES: Flashing blue lights on his fence and a giant flashing light display in his yard every night mark Joe Murphy an obedient slave to the CIA brain-entrainment, photic-flicker contingent, while a whole bunch of other neighbors string lights on decks and Chen Le Ming fills his yard with colorful wheel-spinners and flashing light devices (just to add to his phased-array and scalar antennas in his back yard no doubt), all in keeping with Breanne Higson’s many Mickey Mouse and MK displays all through the year. Color-coding in echo of what I wear or do on my website in terms of colors is a neighborhood pastime, all part of Neuro Linguistic Programming no doubt—every house within sight has bought up the same kind of deck chairs we have for instance. Of these, flashing lights at night is the most obvious signal of CIA-style brain-entrainment activities ongoing.

7. NONSTOP TORTURE, ASSAULT AND BATTERY, NOISE HARASSMENT ALL EQUAL ATROCITY AND CRIME AGAINST HUMANITY: While the State of Massachusetts Corporation has decided to strike secretive deals with the FBI, CIA, NSA, USMC, USAF, DHS, DOD, and many others to go ahead and brutalize anyone they please at will, using horrific pulse and radar and brain weapons of every sort, installing whole coveys of venal mercenaries right next-door to work as soldiers, weapon-wielders, people-hunters, people-trackers, stealth-implanters, community-stalkers, permitting the installation of deadly emitter-antennas, stealth ELFs in landscaping and lawnmowing equipment, permitting sleep-deprivation with pulse weapons and infra-red weapons, permitting egregious noise harassment, permitting burns, private-part-assault, brain assault, permitting throat assault, eye assault, heart assault, lung assault, kidney assault, permitting screaming SUVs and cars to zoom up and down the street at all hours of the day and night, permitting nonstop helicopter and drone action, let me inform the State and the broken mechanism of “Justice” in this state that each and every one of these permissions and allowances is complicity in the Crimes Against Humanity that are being committed here. How is it even possible that I- a writer and journalist, not a raving criminal—could be attacked nonstop in this way by the State Mechanism of out-of-control aggression? What possible rationale could there be for such malicious and aggravated assault which the AG’s Criminal Bureau cannot address? Further, with bio-hacking weapons which SHOULD BE BANNED.

8. I am sending you this letter for the public record. Once more, I ask you to recognize what you have unleashed and permitted, and take steps to terminate your permissions immediately. Abject crime and extreme, depraved atrocity (some of this under classified cover but some pretty openly, I bet) is being conducted here in Massachusetts, and all those in Government at the State and local level who have permitted this atrocity, and continue to permit it, need to be removed. This is crime on a scale
which will inevitably come to light—and my efforts in exposing it and speaking openly of it will indeed be instrumental. Most important however is that those—agencies and individuals—engaging in these acts of atrocity be brought to justice, and these programs, projects, and protocols of casting people of integrity as criminals (also smeared fraudulently as violent, troublemakers, extremist, mentally ill to their neighbors) and then subjecting them to Remote-Access Assault and Battery with RF/Scalar/Neuroweapons as well as insane Noise Harassment via feeding them into the criminal underground-Mafia of depraved human experimentation, weapons-testing et al be brought immediately to an end.

9. Massachusetts is currently a hell-hole of crime and harassment. I hope you'll do your part to change this horrific situation.

Best,
:Ramola-grace

:Not a “resident” of Massachusetts Corporation but a free, living being on the free land of America, American: not foreign to America, not an “enemy combatant” or “enemy of the State,” not subject, slave, or serf of the British/Roman Empire, and fully dedicated to Truth, Justice, Consciousness, Harmony With all Creation, Clarity, Authenticity, Peace & Truth in all Interactions and Communications, True Community, Charity, Creativity for Life, and Positive Change, and Resolute to Speak my Mind

:Live-life-claim: #RE562401183US
:Earth-territory/:Pine-haven-suv’eran-charter & Land[Embassy]; Postalcorpo-ration-file number/~RPP4463800094002672441606

:Year 2021; on the 214th day; of the 16th hour of daylight;

End.